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Questions about the Korban Pesach; Why in advance? "Hen yiskelunu"? Why roasted by fire? 

Why no bone could be broken? Why the importance of "habura"? Why Rabban Gamliel and 

Todos ish Romi wanted to retain form of "korban Pesach" despite Chachamim objection? Why 

time of bama when you could bring sacrifices personally, the Pesach was an exception? Public, 

not merely private Judaism... Jewish pride. Mesirat nefesh... Answering all questions with this 

premise... 

SHABBAT HAGADOL: SHIUR - MESIRAT NEFESH 

 

[This is a Shiur, longer and more detailed than a sermon, which you will have to work on to 

adapt to your own style and congregation. The idea comes from Shabbat Umoed, a wonderful 

two volume sefer in the old style of shiurim and drush written by my wife’s grandfather, Rav 

Yitzchok Kossowsky zt”l, who was the Volkovisker Rav and in 1933 accepted the call of the 

Federation of Synagogues of South Africa to be their Rav and Av Bet Din.] 

 

Much is made about questions on Pesach. The mitzvah of sipur yetziat Mitzrayim can only be 

fulfilled if it is told to another, in dialogue form, and that is why questions on Pesach are so 

important. I have some questions about the korban Pesach about which the original Seder was 

centered and towards which it was focused. (Here it is appropriate to explain how the four 

questions were changed after the destruction of the Temple, using sources such as: Mishnah, 

Pesachim 116a, Rashbam ad loc., Rambam Hilchot Hametz Umatza 8:2 where he lists all 5 

questions, since one of them [tzeli] falls away in galut, and the change in his Nusach haHagada, 

since the heading of this section is Nusach haHagada shenahagu ba Yisrael bizman hagalut, kach 

hi.)  

 

My questions are as follows:  

 

1. We were required to separate the Pascal sacrifice four days in advance, …beasor lachodesh 

haze veyikchu lachem ish se lebet avot se labayit (Shemot 12:3)…. This openly courted danger, 

since we were to sacrifice and eat the “gods” of Egypt. Why? God does not require us to seek 

peril! Why put ourselves in danger? Hen nizbach es toavat Mitzrayim velo yiskelunu? Why did 

God insist? Hayecha, eyn Yisrael yotzeim mikan ad sheyishhatu elohey Mitzrayim leeyneyhem... 

(Shemot Rabba 16). 

 

2. The offering had to be only roasted by fire. What's wrong with a cooked offering? 

Furthermore, as Rashi indicates, the Torah gives special importance to this mitzvah by adding a 

negative prohibition to the positive mitzvah, Veachlu et habasar balayla haze tzeli esh, al tochlu 

mimenu na ubashel mevushal bamayim ki im tzeli esh (Shemot 12:8-9). Rashi adds, lemaala 

gazar alav bemitzvat ase, vekan hosif lo taase. 

 



3. No bone could be broken in it. Why is this?  

 

4. This is the only offering where habura plays an important role! In fact, there is no other 

mitzvah that must be done particularly in a habura. Even for davening, a minyan isn't required! It 

merely gives us the opportunity to recite added prayers that are in the nature of public 

proclamations and declarations such as Kaddish and Kedusha and Barchu. But an individual 

fulfills the basic mitzvoh of prayer just a group does. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob’s prayers are as 

worthy as those of Kelal Yisroel. But the basic essential mitzvah of korban Pesach can only be 

fulfilled by a group, and with advance invitations. Why?  

 

5. Finally: The Pesach went out of use when the Bes Hamikdash was destroyed. It appears the 

Rabbi Gameliel of Yavneh wanted to retain the form of korban Pesach and the sages refused. In 

fact, there was an earlier precedent for this discussion. The Talmud relates that Todos ish Romi – 

Todos of Rome – tried to imitate the korban Pesach for the diaspora Jews of Rome, and our 

sages almost excommunicated him for attempting to make a private korban Pesach (Pesachim 

53). For the korban Pesach, like all other korbanot, depended on the Bet Hamikdash. You 

couldn't bring an ola, a chatas, a shelamim privately while the Temple stood. After it was 

destroyed, we declare, Uneshalma parim sefatenu. Our prayers have to take the place of the 

korban Pesach. We recite in the musaph prayer, Umipne chataenu galinu meartzenu 

venisrachaknu meal admasenu,… So it was forbidden to duplicate the service in the Holy 

Temple anywhere else, and now that it is destroyed it is forbidden to duplicate that service 

anywhere in the world.  

 

What about before the Bet Hamikdash was built? We lived in Israel many years from the time of 

Joshua's entry into the Promised Land until Solomon finally built the Temple. During all this 

time, we had a sanctuary in Shiloh, and it was destroyed and moved elsewhere, until finally the 

Mikdash was built. The sanctuary in Shiloh was the continuation of the Mishkan of the desert. 

Now what was the status of korbanot during this time? Did they then have to be offered only in 

Shiloh? All korbanot during that time had an interesting status, because while community 

korbanot like the tamid of morning and evening were indeed offered only in Shiloh, yet 

throughout all that time every Jew could also set up his own private altar and bring voluntary 

offerings such as thank offerings (todah), peace offerings(shelamim), in his own home, in his 

front or back yard! This special status changed when the Temple was built, and all offerings 

could only be offered in Jerusalem at the Temple. But until then, it was permissible to sacrifice 

privately as the heart moved each Jew. What about the Pesach offering? Could a family go out 

into their front yard and bring the karban Pesach on their private bama? Could they use this 

bama, or altar, for the Pesach Seder and the Pascal Lamb?  

 

The answer is, that while all other kinds of sacrifices could be brought on this type of private 

altar, the korban Pesach was different. It could not be brought privately, but like the community 

offerings could only be brought in Shilo, (or Nov, or Givon), wherever the sanctuary was located 

at that particular time. And finally, when the sanctuary moved to Jerusalem, it could be offered 

only in Jerusalem. Now it seems reasonable that a community offering like the daily tamid 

offering, which stood for the entire people of Israel, surely should have its place only in the 

central sanctuary such as Shiloh. But the Pesach offering was a family gathering. It was not one 

offering for the whole people of Israel, but rather that each family or group of families brought 



its own. Why then couldn't they bring it on the private bama? [Note: At the end of this shiur is a 

very brief outline of the history of the sanctuaries and bama gedolah and ketana since our entry 

into the Promised Land and until the Bet Hamikdash was built].  

 

I believe the answer to this last question will also answer all our previous questions as well.  

 

At the beginning of the 19th and through the 20th centuries there was a movement called 

Haskala, which gained great strength at that time. Its motto, coined by Yehuda Leib Gordon, was 

"Be a man in the street, and a Jew at home." Its creed was to live Judaism in a way that did not 

bring it to the attention of the non?Jews amongst whom we dwelt.  

 

This movement did not consider Judaism a matter of pride, but something private, and all too 

often something of which to be ashamed. To our Synagogue members, many of whom escaped 

or survived the holocaust, and all of whom know a great deal of Jewish history, I need not 

describe how quickly members of that movement slid into assimilation. In fact, the founder of 

the movement, Moses Mendelssohn, though observant of Mitzvot himself, had no Jewish 

grandchildren, since all but one of his children converted and in the second generation they were 

all Christian. In Germany, ther was established a “Society for Suiting Judaism to Higher German 

Culture” and all the members ended by deciding by vote to convert to Christianity, which they 

all did.  

 

Our Jewish people are required to be Jews, and human beings, Yiden and Mentchen, both at 

home and in the street. We say this in our prayers and we know this in Jewish history especially 

in the character of the heroes we most admire. Leolam yehey adam yere shamayim baseser 

ubagaluy.  

 

The most admired moment of Joseph’s story is when he declares Ivri anochi, vees Elokey 

hashamayim ani yare.  

 

Jacob did not hide his Jewishness. Im Lavan garti… “vetaryag mitzvot shamarti” (see Rashi) 

Ve’et Yehuda shalach lefanav... “letaken lo bes talmud shemisham tetze horaah”. In fact, Yaakov 

read kriat shema before the highest officials in Egypt when he beheld his son Joseph after the 

many years of separation. And in Tehilim, we read Vaadabra edosecha neged melachim velo 

evosh (Psalms 150).  

 

The Shulchan Aruch gives the Jewish motto at the very beginning. It is actually a quote from the 

More Nevuchim. Veal yevosh mipne hamaligim alav beavodas hashem yisbarach.  

 

Jewish pride is more than an admirable quality. It leads directly to kiddush Hashem. The 

Yarmulkes on the street are only small ways of demonstration of pride. There are much larger 

ways. The Russian Jews could have had ample justification to be like the Marannos! Their pride 

in Jewishness, even of those who were not observant of mitzvoth, was the most powerful weapon 

with which they opened the doors of Russia to their emigration. Now, when we see latent anti-

Semitism coming out into the open, we need Jewish pride more than ever. We in America have 

led lives sheltered from real anti-Semitism, but Europe today is a hotbed of hate towards Jews. 

France especially, even Switzerland, and England too, have grown so anti-Semitic as to produce 



for many Jews a “trapped” feeling. Those who are not driven into assimilation by this feeling; 

those who will not be cowed into retreat and practicing Judaism quietly and away from public 

view, but who retain pride in Judaism, courage and backbone; deserve our admiration and 

encouragement. Russian Jews, for instance did not have to give up their lives for small matters of 

Jewish pride and demonstration, yet that is what many of them did! And those with such pride 

were ready to start all over again, with challenges of a new language, a new culture, new 

problems and fears – and yet that is what so many did!  

 

Another example: Think back to the war. There was a holocaust report in America prepared by a 

man by the name of Finger, called the Finger Report. The net result of that report was to create a 

feeling that American Jews will have to give a reckoning for every public demonstration they 

failed to make for the sake of saving our brothers and sisters in Europe!  

 

If we only had true Jewish pride, at that time; if we had only learned it from our forefathers, 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and Joseph who was in Egypt and who was publicly faithful to his 

faith and fathers. But the Jews in Egypt after Joseph began to forget this. In the course of the 

decades and centuries of persecution, they began to hide the fact that they were Jewish if they 

could. Or at least, they would act like Jews only where it was safe to do so. It was to restore this 

pride in public worship and demonstration of Judaism for which the laws of the Pesach offering 

were made.  

 

Thus:  

Veyikhu ish se lebet avot, se labayit... (Shemot 12:3.6) is a demand for a public demonstration. 

Vehaya lachem lemishmeres ad arba asar yom... The pride must be sustained.  

 

Tzli esh. Zevach Pesach hu laHashem (Ibid., 12:9-11,27). The most distinctive feature of 

roasting the korban Pesach over an open fire is the aroma. It is not hidden in a pot, nor inside the 

house, but roasted on an open fire outside for all to see and there is no mistaking the aroma! 

Everyone is to see what is being done and what it is!  

 

Veetzem lo tishberu bo (Ibid., 12:46), ... Rosho al keraav veal kirbo (Ibid., 12:10) .... It must 

remain whole so that everyone can identify what it is, and there should be no mistake.  

 

Therefore it was to be eaten in a public feast. Velakach hu ushecheno hakarov el beso bemichsas 

nefashos (Ibid., 12:4). It is not enough to eat it as families. It had to be eaten publicly, by 

appointment, outside, with neighbors.  

 

Vehaya ki tomru alechem benechem ma haavoda hazos lachem (Ibid., 12:26), They are really 

asking, "Why the public demonstration?"  

 

And you shall say, Vaamartem zevach Pesach hu laHashem. (Ibid.,12:27) 

 

That's why bamas yachid is fine for all other worship. But Pesach worship is public and cannot 

be offered on a bamas yachid. For it must be a public demonstration of our pride in our Judaism 

and Jewish heritage.  

 



It is interesting that our sages give extra emphasis to the roasting of the Pesach. Rashi, on the 

pasuk, Veachlu et habasar balayla haze, tzeli esh, al tochlu mimenu na ubashel mevushal 

bamayim, ki im tzeli esh, (Shemot 12:8,9) comments and says: lemaala gazar alav bemitzvat ase, 

vekan hosif alav lo taase, al tochlu mimenu ki im tzeli esh. Rashi thus points out the extra 

importance given to the roasting mitzvah. It is emphasized by the repetition of the passage and 

by the Lo Taase after the Ase.  

The Midrash explains the added emphasis on Tzeli, and says that it was because of Abraham 

who was himself thrown by Nimrod into the burning fiery furnace, Bishvil Avraham shehitzaltiv 

mikivshan haesh. (Shemot Rabbah, 15.)  

 

The Midrash actually is making a pun. tzeli-hatzala. It is clear that our rabbis understood a clear 

and direct connection between the Pascal offering and the episode of Abraham saved from 

Nimrod's fiery furnace.  

 

This connection is expressed by our sages in the Midrash: Beshaa sheamar Hakadosh Baruch Hu 

leMoshe lishhot hapesach, amar lo Moshe; Ribon Haolam, davar ze heach ani yachol laasoto,.... 

Sheneemar et toavat mitzrayim nizbach leeynehem velo yiskelunu? Amar lo Hakadosh Baruch 

Hu, hayecha, eyn Yisrael yotzim mikaan at sheyishhatu elohe Mitzrayim leeyneyhem. (Shemot 

Rabbah 16).  

 

God required the mesirat nefesh of defying death at the hands of the Egyptians by slaughtering 

their god, in order for us to prove that we were worth redeeming. On this account we were found 

worthy of being taken to God as a people. Sinai was our reward.  

 

Pesach, then, is the symbol and the foundation of the fierce pride in our people and faith, which 

leads to mesirat nefesh. And so it was commanded to be eaten, burned on the fire, in order to 

remind us of the mesirat nefesh of the Jew, represented by the readiness of Abraham our 

forefather to sacrifice himself. The lesson is that just as Abraham withstood the test, so must we. 

 

The mitzvah of tzeli esh has since that time become the symbol of mesirat nefesh for our people. 

It has enabled us to survive through the centuries of hardship and persecution. And Israel has 

given it a special place in the significance of its mitzvot. 

 

The people of Israel have called the holiday of the korban Pesach by the name of that korban. 

The mitzvoh of matzah is commanded for all the days of Passover, whereas the sacrifice of the 

Pascal lamb is only the first night. Yet we call it hag haPesach, and only rarely hag hamatzot. In 

the Torah the name of the holiday is almost always hag hamatzot, and it is only called the 

holiday of Pesach once. Yet we insist on calling it hag haPesach, not hag hamatzot. Even after 

the Temple was destroyed and we were exiled from our land, although we no longer had the 

korban Pesach but only matzah, we nevertheless insisted on continuing to call the holiday after 

the Pascal Lamb.  

 

Furthermore: when on Passover night we indicate that anyone who has not explained the three 

basic items of Passover has not fulfilled his obligation of the Hagaddah, we place Pesach first, 

then Matzah Umaror.  

 



The intention of our sages is clear. It is to plant deep in our hearts the spirit of devotion to God 

and the awareness of the importance of the readiness to sacrifice for our faith. It is to emphasize 

the actions of Abraham in this connection, and the willingness of our fathers even before they 

were to be redeemed from Egypt, to sacrifice themselves for the sake of heaven.  

 

Now we can understand an interesting episode in our history. Todos ish Romi hinhig et beney 

Romi leechol gedayim mekulasim beleyley Pesachim. Shalhu lo, ilmale Todos ata, gozartanu 

alecha niduy. Sheata maachil et Yisrael kodshim bahutz. (Pesachim 53).  

 

The Talmud then asks what is meant by the fact that Todos was a big man; does that mean a 

powerful man, intimidating the sages, or a great man, whom they respected, and the Talmud 

answers that he was a great and respected man. And they bring evidence from another statement 

of Todos, Od zu darash Todos ish Romi, ma rau Hananya Mishael veAzaria shemasru nafsham 

al kedushat hashem lekivshan haesh? Nasu kal vahomer leatzmam mitzefardeim....  

 

If Todos was such a great man, why was he so stubborn? Didn't he realize that he was violating a 

great prohibition, kodshim bahutz? And furthermore, he must have made other statements if he 

was a great man, why did they select the quotation from Hananiah Mishael and Azarya as the 

most important evidence of his greatness?  

 

Let us glance at the period in which he lived. The same story is brought elsewhere in the Talmud, 

(Berachot 19), and there it is brought with the statement Shalach lo Shimon ben Shetach. Shimon 

ben Shetach lived at the time the Temple stood. So Todos was actually alive before the 

destruction of the Temple.  

 

(You can insert here a discussion of the origins of the settlement of the Jews in Rome, the trade 

and the travel that caused a community to be created there… etc.) These settlers of Judea who 

lived in Rome were in terrible danger of assimilation.  

 

They needed some kind of strengthening, both their faith and especially their willingness to 

sacrifice themselves for their faith. That was the purpose of Todos ish Romi. And the symbol by 

which he taught willingness to sacrifice oneself for faith was the korban Pesach. His great 

strength lay in his inspiration, and the chief inspiration was Hanania Mishael and Azaria who had 

shown our people the way to self-sacrifice, like Abraham of old. The sages who opposed him 

agreed with his purpose, merely disagreeing with his method.  

 

In fact, Rabban Gameliel of Yavne, after the destruction of the Temple, attempted to do the same 

thing that Todos did. Hinhig laasot gedi mekulas beleyley Pesachim – (Betza, 22b). See also 

Hagahot Rashash to Pesachim 74a) – Zecher lemikdash, shekatuv bo al keraav veal kirbo 

(Rashi).  

 

The sages disagreed with him too – and for the same reason. Why did he seek to do this? For the 

same motive of Todos ish Romi; to teach the people Kiddush Hashem, courage, fortitude, 

mesirat nefesh. He knew that the sages had chided Todos and rejected his method, requiring him 

to inspire with other lessons, since it appeared as if kodshim bachutz were being offered. But he 

reasoned that this might apply only while the Temple stood. Now that the Temple was destroyed, 



people would realize that he was not actually offering a korban but rather teaching a lesson that 

was sorely needed. The people had been demoralized by the destruction of the Temple, the 

desolation of the Land, and the rule of Rome with all its idolatry. The Shekalim which had been 

offered uninterruptedly since the time of Koresh’s decree that Jews could return from Babylonia, 

and which had continued even after the destruction of the Temple, could no longer be offered, 

and in fact the Romans required that they be offered to one of their pagan gods, Jupiter. Rabban 

Gameliel deeply felt that the people desperately needed the lesson of pride and mesirat nefesh 

that was the essence of the korban Pesach.  

 

While he too was stopped from going so far as to use the korban Pesach as the tool of his 

education and musar to the people, he and his colleagues used other methods instead. The lesson 

of these sages, of mesirat nefesh, was taught well during the subsequent generations and for all 

time... They stressed that the way to mesirat nefesh is through constant daily disciplines, not only 

by means of occasional performances like the korban Pesach would be.  

 

When Rabbi Akiva was martyred, he declared that all his life he was wondering how he could 

serve Hashem with all his heart, with his very life, until now the time had come…. The 

disciplines he practiced all his life led to the supreme sacrifice he was called upon to make.  

 

This discipline was symbolized in the ceremony of the korban Pesach by the requirement that 

veetzem lo tishberu bo. 

 

Every age has its challenges. We in America know the many challenges before us, creating 

loyalty and developing learning etc. And today a particular challenge of demonstrating united 

loyalty to Israel. Particularly and especially demonstrate to visit Israel now, a challenge of 

mesirat nefesh which American Jews in particular can meet. May we all merit, through our 

mesirat nefesh, the geula viyeshua we so desperately need, the binyan Beth Hamikdash bimhera 

beyamenu venomar amen. 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

 

[Following is a synopsis of the status of the sanctuaries as they existed from the time we entered 

the Promised Land under Joshua until the first Beth Hamikdash was built. 

 

Three places had bama gedola, Gilgal, Nov and Givon [Rashi Zevahim 112b]. Gilgal was the 

place of the Aron during 14 years of conquest and division of the land; then to Shilo, and bama 

gedola in Gilgal, since the aron was not yet in Shilo but in Gilgal, to go to war... When Shilo was 

destroyed and they came to Nov, the aron was not there because it was captured by Pelishtim, 

and even when it was returned it was not restored to Nov but was 20 years in Kiryat Yearim. 

Afterwards it was a short time in the house of Oved Edom Hagiti, till David took it up to 

Jerusalem. So Nov was also just a bama gedola. When Saul destroyed Nov, they placed the Ohel 

Moed in Givon, and the aron was not brought there. So it was also only a bama gedola. But 

Shiloh was called Mishkan or Bayit because the aron was in the Ohel Moed. And they were 

forbidden to take it out, so when they took it out it was captured. Until the Mishkan was erected 



bama was permitted, and when the Mishkan was erected the bama was forbidden. This continued 

all through the desert. When they entered the land, bama was permitted. But only nedarim 

unedavot. When they came to Shilo the bamot were forbidden, Menuha zu Shilo, nahala zu 

Yerushalayim. (Rav Shimon holds even there, bama was permitted till Yerushalayim.) When the 

aron was taken captive, the bamot were permitted even in the time of Shiloh (that was in 

question). After the destruction of Shiloh, through time of Nov and Givon, since the aron was not 

in the Ohel Moed, the bamot were permitted... When they came to Yerushalayim, the bamot 

were forbidden and there was no longer any heter... Bama gedola, karbenot tzibbur and yahid. 

Bama ketana, only yahid. Pesach is a korban tzibbur... 

 

[Submitted by Nisson Shulman] 

 


